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SUMMARY
In this task the focus is to do a competitive analysis of 2 competitors. 
What I found was a highly saturated market of a lot of websites claiming to say they were the best 
database but fall short in delivering the results potential users want. The most important part of 
this research was to understand where these companies where falling short, so we could deliver a 
more complete product.

COMPETITORS
Since I mentioned the marketplace was heavily saturated I wanted to include some that I found 
and a brief overview of them and why I didn’t think they where a good fit to do an in-depth 
research. That said I want to be open to an iterative design process and be able to come back to 
any of the none selected competitors and study some of the successful traits if needed to improve 
my own design in the future.  

Selected
tattoocloud.com
tattoodo.com

Not Selected
tattooartistfinder.com - Although kind of cool and easy to navigate (with couple of click I get to 
where I want) and they’re minimal distractions from my main objective. This site lacks too much 
in terms of a tattoo studio base and is kind of all over the place, when I looked studios in Michigan, 
US. One of the studios was in Hong Kong (way off!). What I did like is that it had some good info on 
the studio hours, prices, contact info, and the ability for customers to write reviews. Doesn’t seem 
to have a large user community, for that reason I didn’t find it useful. 
trueartists.com - I wont deny I liked this one very much. The studio section is nice when you click 
it, the information is nicely organized and accessible at first glance and below the images of there 
work, but the gallery section lacked too much in my opinion that’s why I discouraged this one from 
the study
tattooshopfinder.com - Claims to be ‘The World’s Most Advanced Tattoo Shop & Artist Finder’ but 
clearly falls short on this statement by only including the US, also no images on some shops gallery 
(What is going on?)
tattoocentral.com/about-us - This one seemed perfect and an exact match to the ink tank product 
in description, but the search engine is limited to only be used as intended in the user journey 
and the artist portfolios only serve to showcase the work since there doesn’t seem to be an active 
community of users.
tattoolifemap.com - Although they offer a very nice user flow, the fact that they don’t have a 
worldwide search capability was enough to eliminate them for this analysis
tattoojohnny.com - Is very popular and for good reason. They have an amazing IA in my opinion 
everything is so greatly organized and easy to find.  The problem is that the product purpose is 
selling stencils, not helping finding artists per se, so this fact disqualified them from this research.
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COMPETITOR PROFILE #1 - TATTOO CLOUD

Key Objectives: “Real-time portfolios” They aim to give artists an automated website/portfolio. In 
which the upload photos as they do a new tattoo.
Overall Strategy: Searchable website database. Aims to have an organized list of resources in 
their own platform for easy finding.
Market Advantage: Watermark their images and/or properly give attribution to the artist with link 
on where to find them.

Marketing Profile
Their target market are the tattoo artist (not the end user). Their slogan ‘Digital Marketing for 
Tattoo Artists & Studio Owners’. Could also be said they’re targeted to more of a hardcore user than 
a regular first timer, since they offer information of events too. 
They seem more active on social media than in their website and even then, they do not seem to 
have a schedule to post new content, everything seems to happen at random times.

SWOT Profile
Strengths: 
• All images of tattoos in the site are linked to the artist who did it.
• Easy to find the studio and see their artist / work
Weaknesses: 
• The only function of their app is to upload images (tattoo work) to the artist portfolio.
• In their website regular consumers can get to vendors pages, which is of no use for them. (This 

should be limited to artist only).
• Not updated frequently.
• The interactive map is clunky (Because of the small space it has to be used it turns out to be 

difficult to use).
• Studios profiles without any gallery submittion.
Opportunities: 
• By focusing on the consumers rather than the artist, we could gain more popularity.
• If our product were target to the artist. We could offer a more custom made solution instead of a 

cookie cutter solution.
• To prevent empty studio galleries. We can moderate profiles before being published and add a 

report link once they’re published.
Threats: 
• Is very easy to forget this product and replace it by other alternatives. The users could use 

Google search as an alternative. And artist could use social media like Instagram to upload their 
work in real time.
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COMPETITOR PROFILE #2 - TATTOODO

Key Objectives: Worlds biggest database for tattoo lovers who focuses on all aspects of tattoo 
culture.
Overall Strategy: Design inspiration before “selling” the artist
Market Advantage: Has some very popular tattoo artists as ambassadors of the product (No other 
competitor has the back up of artists). Their product is the only one that truly delivers to what it 
says it does in this space.

Marketing Profile
Interestingly a search in google revealed that they do have a strong back up by tech companies. 
An article with the title of ‘Tattoodo Raises $2.5M For Content And Commerce Tattoo Lifestyle Hub’ 
goes into further detail in this matter.
These people are smart they know that the tattoo industry is a billion dollars business, that it had 
not been yet capitalize by the technology industry, due to the nature of the analogue art. But with 
the rise of users in the tech scene, it was a smart move of them to invest in this market.
Tattodo focuses heavily on the users needs and wants, and pay close attention to their reviews 
(having a constant UX iteration loop behind the scenes).

SWOT Profile
Strengths: 
• Layout structure that is imaged based. Since tattoos final outcome are very visual. It is very nice 

to see each category be illustrated by real images examples. 
• Up to date with today’s latest technology.
• The social media component. The ability to share, like, comment, etc. That is very popular in 

todays digital age. 
Weaknesses:
• Hard to stay on just the artist work I selected (Once I’m at the artist gallery if a click an image I 

see other suggestion to see based on the style rather than the artist).
• Users (not only artists) can upload photos of tattoos, and is a downside when they don’t credit 

the artist that did the work.
Opportunities: 
• Make reservations/pay within the app directly to the artist (acting as an intermediate).
• Use Geographical location of the user to recommend local artist.
Threats: 
• Instagram or Pinterest (Although they have a profile on each of this platforms). So it’s 

very interesting the fact that they do realize these could be their threats and are actively 
participating in them to use them as an opportunity.
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UX ANALYSIS OF TATTOODO
Usability: 
Very intuitive and easy to use. All buttons, images, hashtags, names, etc. are clickable and take you 
somewhere.
Layout:
Sections are labeled and the underlying grid in which it was design helps read the information 
faster, plus the designers chose to have a lot of negative space between elements which helps to 
understand the overall design faster.
Navigation Structure:
The main Navigation on the app has only four buttons in a fixed menu without any labels, but 
once clicked each icon displays it own section with its own sub menus nicely labeled and very self 
explanatory.
The only time I really felt struggling to get to where I wanted was when I clicked a hashtag of the 
artist name and instead of taking me to his profile it showed more images with the same hashtag.
(Which isn’t necessarily bad is just that I expected a different behavior).
Compatibility: 
My favorite version is the native IOS app. But they do have a responsive website. The compatibility 
is very fluent in between these since you can find all the exact information in both products.
Differentiation: 
The strongest differentiation this app has is that all the pieces are working together correctly. Not 
only they team that created the product is well organized, but they count with the participation 
of very well known artist in the tattoo world. The organization in layout and IA off each category, 
seems logical to users who do not even know the terms beforehand. And additionally to that it has 
a great following of users who keep the content very fresh and interactive.
At this point is hard to say what additional feature Ink Tank could have to get an advantage over 
tattoodo, this will be heavily influenced by our user interviews.
Calls to Action: The call to explore the work is basically in every page, actually you can keep 
clicking image after image endlessly and not hit a dead end. Adversely the CTA for making a 
contact with the artist or shop is only in their own profile but is very clear this is the end goal they 
want consumer to take, because is the only big red button in all the app, the only other place the 
red color is used for an element of design is the follow button, everything else is black, white and 
gray.
Another CTA when your not even using the app, is they sent an email weekly with the trending 
tattoo designs (which when clicked takes you to the app).


